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Professional Books of Interest
EDITED BY NANCY

L.

DOUGLAS

Dear Colleagues,
It has been said that writing is the most disciplined form of thinking. It stands to reason that helping our stu-

dents to grow as writers is a challenge for even the most seasoned teachers. After all, even professional writers
encounter the problem of writer's block and fail to find their own errors (hence, the need for editors).
Some of our students find it difficult to find something to say; others have trouble putting their thoughts down on
paper. Many students fail to see the importance of revision or editing. Others sometimes just don't know where
to begin!
In meeting this challenge, we must identify concrete strategies teachers can carry with them much as one would
carry a Swiss army knife that can open cans, cut wood, and remove splinters equally well.
In this issue, we review several professional resources that can help teachers begin to become better writers
themselves and by the same token pass that knowledge and process to their students. Just as a good story retains
its essential meaning in the telling and retelling over ages and generations, so does clear, compelling writing
tend to propagate itself while inspiring and motivating others to master and use the craft.
Lydia Falk explains how Critical Literacy and Writer's Workshop: Bringing Purpose and Passion to Student
Writing helps teachers bring a critical lens to writers workshop. In rethinking student writing to include dialogue
about social issues, students can both improve their critical thinking skills and grow as writers.
Untangling Some Knots in K-12 Writing Instruction is a practical resource for teachers. Reviewed by Marissa
Johnson, this book brings a wealth of information from several educators. Topics include the learning process
for teachers and students, diversity issues, and using multimedia and the arts to teach writing.
In her review of Writing in the Asylum: Student Poets in City Schools, Chris Steffes describes how writing
poetry can be used as a vehicle of inner transformation and emotional healing for teens who face the challenges
of life in the inner city.
First-grade teacher Ann Myles contends that Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers' Workshop Approach, is a
succinct and useful guide for the primary grades. Teachers can learn about developmental stages of writing,
assessment, implementing writers workshop with young children, and creating effective mini-lessons. The text is
a desktop essential for primary grade teachers.
By putting some of these resources to work, we hope that we will make a blank sheet of paper (or computer
screen) less terrifying, if not far more exciting, than before.

Guest Editor Nancy L. Douglas is an assistant professor
of reading and language arts at the University of
Michigan-Dearborn.
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Hefferan, L. (2004). Critical Literacy and Writer's Workshop: Bringing Purpose and Passion to Student Writing.
International Reading Association. ISBN: 0-87207-541-9 $16.95
BY LYDIA FALK

If you have experienced frustration with dull and
uninspired student writing, then read Critical Literacy
and Writer's Workshop: Bringing Purpose and Passion to Student Writing (2004). Hefferan is both
humorous and candid about her reflections of 20 years
of teaching elementary students to become better
writers. This book reveals her determination to take a
proactive stance toward making changes in how writing is taught. According to Hefferan, many students
are uncomfortable about the process of writing,
and those who tend to write about lifeless, recycled
topics are not aware that writing should be a form of
social action. While writers workshop is part of many
schools' curricular framework, students continue to
make small gains in the quality of writing.

In a yearlong master's thesis study, Hefferan demonstrates insight as she explores two compelling
questions: a) How can writers workshop be part of a
critical curriculum? b) Can a critical lens be used to
change the ways children write during writers workshop?

tions of Hefferan's failures, as well as her successes,
demonstrate her determination to become a better
writing teacher. I was impressed that even though
there was a wide range of abilities and interests in her
classroom, she addressed all of her students' writing
needs.
In the explanation of rethinking the structures of
writers workshop, Hefferan links research and
observations of her classroom to state that "writer's
workshop seems to enable students to make their
voices heard through their writing ... [however it]
is not always innocent or as democratic as it would
appear" (p.11 ). She includes results of an informal
survey and authentic conversational transcripts of
students that clearly provide insight to the negative
consequences children may experience during "sharing time," otherwise called author's chair and peer
conferencing. She provides alternative ideas to reduce
stress during "sharing time" so that writers workshop
is a safe and supportive environment for all writers.
In addition, other revisions that are made to writers
workshop include integrating social-issue texts to
teach mini-lessons and revising drafts through word
processing procedures.

Hefferan includes research and her own classroom
experiences to explain the need to expand the conceptualization of student writing bringing a sociological
perspective to writer's workshop. For example,
during read aloud, social-issue texts are used as a
springboard to writing. Hefferan stresses the need for
students to develop conversations about provocative
issues (i.e., sexism, racism, & violence) to allow
students to develop different perspectives of the
world in which they live. To keep up with a crowded
curriculum, in many classrooms young children are
given little time to talk about texts. I was delighted
to find that this book encouraged teachers to scaffold
children's thinking through the use of a variety of
procedures such as triangle talk, whole-group talk,
history trail, and response sheets to generate discussion about social-issues.

Hefferan also discusses the process students use to
develop thematic purpose toward writing social narratives. She stresses that this is crucial because "a push
for thematic purpose in the workshop is more than an
arbitrary restriction of choice-it is a step toward creating a space in which student writers use writing as
a tool for exploring and generating social awareness"
(p.51). Acquiring this skill requires students to focus
on higher order thinking skills. Through scaffolding,
teacher modeling, and think-alouds, Hefferan provides
strategies that students can use to connect social-issue
texts with their personal lives to ultimately rewrite
their own story or, in Hefferan's words, "rewrite the
world." (p.9).

An important feature of this book is the author's concluding thoughts at the end of each chapter. Reflec-

This book takes the mystery out of writing success.
Lee Hefferan has compiled a short, and practical book
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that encourages teachers to strengthen their role as
curriculum-makers. Using simple techniques, demonstrations, and writing samples, Hefferan provides
theoretically supported guidance to empower teachers.
Including a sociological perspective in writers work-

shop gives students the opportunity to write powerfully and with a sense of purpose. Through a teacherfriendly format, readers are exposed to a plethora
of helpful strategies to expand student thinking and
suggestions to restructure writers workshop.

Peterson, Shelley. (Ed.) (2003). Untangling Some Knots in K-8 Writing Instruction. Newark, DE: International
Reading Association. ISBN: 0-87207-513-3 $20.95
BY MARISSA JoHNSON

Have you ever been frustrated because your students
are struggling with writing and your curriculum does
not seem to be helping them reach their full writing
potential? Are your conventional writing strategies
just not reaching all of your students? If you answered
yes to either of these questions, then the practical and
easily implemented suggestions found in Untangling
Some Knots in K-8 Writing Instruction will help you
begin the process of change that will lead you and
your students towards writing success.
This informative book helps the reader weave through
and untangle many of the difficult "knots" that
students and teachers face in writing. This book is
divided into three sections composed of 11 chapters
written by different authors. Each section is dedicated
to common obstacles in writing instruction. Section 1
deals with students' and teachers' learning processes,
section 2 deals with diversity and teaching writing,
while section 3 discusses teaching writing using
multimedia and the arts. Though each chapter tackles
a different topic, they all share the same theme of
striving to overcome the obstacles commonly found
in writing. These knots vary from the fear of poetry
to the way an educator's perceptions of gender may
influence the assessment process.
Section one includes topics that range from a seasoned teacher changing her instructional techniques
to using peer discussion to encourage creativity and
advancement in student writing. For example, Pamela
E. Van Nest takes the reader through her personal
journey of instructional change. The reader can experience her educational frustrations and successes first
hand through an intimate glimpse into her thought
processes. This is provided through her journal
entries in which she gives an honest evaluation of the
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weaknesses she discovers in her own instructional
techniques. Van Nest describes this by saying, "my
old methods were fraying and unraveling as I began
reading about researchers and educators who advocated a student-centered philosophy" (p. 7). Section
1 also focuses on the importance of having students
become actively involved with the practical everyday
uses of writing. Two of the writing assignments the
students participated in were writing to their local
mayor or city council and writing responses to articles
published in their local newspaper. The students could
see that, through writing, their words could be powerful and even persuasive. Instead of seeing writing as a
chore, students viewed it as a useful tool and a valuable form of self-expression.
Section 2 presents the topic of diversity and its
relevance to writing instruction. This section is a great
help to teachers who have students that struggle with
reading, speaking, and writing English. This section
gives simple, but helpful suggestions for overcoming language barriers in the classroom. The authors,
Smith and Qi, recommend using the student's mother
tongue to help in the acquisition of English language
skills. Smith and Qi describe this by saying, "foreign
and second language writing research demonstrates
that students' ability to write in their mother tongues
is a valuable asset to English writing tasks." The
authors continue by saying, "students, while composing directly in English, often think of a word in their
mother tongue before translating it into English" (p.
59).
The topic of interest in section 3 is using multimedia
and the arts as tools for teaching writing. Carl Leggo
writes an enthusiastic chapter on using poetry to its
fullest potential inside the classroom. Leggo believes
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that poetry is not taught enough to young students,
and he emphasizes that poetry should not follow a
specific formula. Leggo eloquently states, "learning
the lively pleasures of poetry, all students can be
invited to attend to poetry as breathing, singing, and
imagining everyday experiences and emotions in
words that connect them to the world" (p. 99).
Untangling Some Knots is a thought provoking and
refreshing read that confronts the serious topic of

the inadequacies often found in writing instruction.
As the book suggests, educators owe it to their
students to try every available technique in order
to improve overall instruction, thereby improving
students' writing. Strong written communication
skills will open numerous doors for our students;
therefore, this book is a must read for all teachers
who have ever felt tangled in the complex web of
writing instruction.

McCormick, J. (2004). Writing in the Asylum: Student Poets in City Schools. New York: Teachers College Press
(143 pp.) ISBN: 0-8077-4489-1. Paperback, $21.95
BY CHRIS STEFFES

Given the amount of content English language arts
instructors need to teach in a given year, it may not
seem obvious how a text on social justice fits into
the schema of grammar and technical control. Yet,
UCLA professor Jennifer McCormick deftly defends
the value of human dignity in her book, Writing in
the Asylum: Student Poets in City Schools, a text that
examines the effective use of poetry within the inner
city. Whether you teach in Pontiac or Kalamazoo, the
suburbs or the northern lower, McCormick's documentary illuminates the importance of understanding
the reality of our students' lives and how writing
can be used as a vehicle of inner transformation and
psychological survival for teens that face the challenges of growth into adulthood.
Set within the impoverished boroughs of New York
City, McCormick begins her story in one neighborhood. McCormick not only captures the reality of a
world that is too often neglected and denied equality
in education, housing, employment, and medical
services, but magnifies the breadth of the problem
on a national scale in reaching out to educators as
specific and significant agents of change.
McCormick's work involved tutoring teen girls at
Urban High School (URS), a segregated public school
in Brooklyn, where a daily diet of degradation and
alienation worked to wear down the basic levels of
human dignity. In comparing education to containment, McCormick asserts that locked doors, surveillance cameras, hand-held scanners, metal detectors,
and x-ray machines served to mirror an atmosphere
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of a prison, psychologically dismantling children by
socializing them to a life of institutionalized entrapment. For Blacks and Hispanics, segregation through
racism infects our public institutions like a virus,
creating a disparate world where the possibilities for
a better life all but disappear amidst the crumbling
buildings and overwhelming feeling of alienation.
Within this climate McCormick and fellow educator
Hermine Meinhard, English teacher at URS, studied
the work of several students to understand the impact
and importance of poetry in their lives. As Meinhard
introduced topics relevant to students along with
poetic devices, McCormick interviewed students
(featuring their work within the text) to understand
how poetry helped them in life. Their findings were
clear: Poetry is used as a coping mechanism, a place
to deal with the fear, frustration, sadness, and rage
that accompanies an environment of despair.
But more than that, McCormick found that poetry
functions at multiple levels of cognition within the
students. Writing in a succinct frame allowed students
to manipulate language in order to create powerful
images of meaning that transcended reality. Many
poems became channels of escape, offering hope by
traveling to another place. One girl took the image of
a singular tree, bounded in a cold brick and cement
parking lot and recreated the figure as a fruitful and
colorful object of beauty. The exercise of turning the
ugly into the beautiful was a common theme within
the students' writing that was useful for two reasons.
First, it allowed the students to recreate life as they
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wished to see it, reinforcing hope. Second, the product
(poem) stood as a tangible and lasting creation of the
self, giving purpose and dignity to the girl's life.
Throughout the text, McCormick shifted between the
girls' social reality and how they managed it through
writing, providing valuable insight on the impact of
education on children. As many of the girls felt their
lives were disposable, largely determined through
countless hours of waiting in lines at the welfare
office, lack of permanent personal relationships, and
by witnessing frequent killings, poetry helped the
girls assert their humanity through the use of fantasy.
By crafting alternative truths, the girls at UHS
could reclaim their dignity, since the psychological
benefit of mental reconstruction gave them temporary
reprieve from the insanity that permeates their world.
By focusing on the inner city, Writing in the Asylum
helps educators everywhere hone in on several

critical aspects of poetry. For educators, the text
demonstrates that students use their own reality as a
basis for literacy, for negotiating their world, no matter where they live. On a macro level, McCormick
asserts that "writing poetry equipped the imagination
to deal with life itself' (p. 121 ), suggesting that
poetry is not a luxury, but a necessary life skill for
survival. Perhaps most importantly, writing can be
a psychological action of individual self-worth,
permitting the writer alone to explore and validate
the thoughts of the mind. To the mind of a teenager,
one girl affirms herself in stating, "Writing gave me
freedom"(p. 29). Incorporating Writing in the Asylum
within your curriculum can transform children's
view of writing as a chore to a view of writing as
empowerment. The ideas presented within the text,
along with the featured poetry of the students at
Urban High, gives trenchant meaning to the valued
role of the educator.

Linda J. Dorn & Carla Soffos (2001). Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers' Workshop Approach. Portland, ME:
Steilhouse. 99 pp. Paperback. ISBN: 1-57110-342-2. $17.50
BY ANN MYLES

Every year, primary teachers are faced with the
challenge of guiding their students to become writers.
This journey can either be an exciting adventure or an
uphill struggle, depending upon the teaching approach
used. In Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers ' Works hop Approach, Linda Dom and Carla Soffos offer
a practical guide to educators who hope to improve
their writing instruction. In fewer than 100 pages, the
authors address the complexities of writing instruction in the primary grades. They outline the steps in
the successful implementation of a writers workshop
format in the classroom, then provide examples of
student work that help the reader have a clearer understanding of desired results. Throughout the book the
authors provide helpful tables that explain the various
stages of writing. The appendices provide many of
the checklists and guides needed to begin using this
format in the classroom.

new skill, young writers need to be guided to become
self-regulating. Beginning writers need assistance in
finding the optimal balance between the mechanics of
writing and the contents of their composition. After
explaining this balance, the authors provide clear
examples in the works of two beginning writers. One
example leans heavily on proper mechanics while
lacking in content. The other may not be as mechanically correct but is much richer in content. These
concrete examples help the reader understand the
balance between mechanics and content.

In Chapter 1, Dom and Soffos address the development of the young writer. They examine both the
social and cognitive sides of writing. As with any

Chapter 3 is perhaps the most valuable chapter in the
book. This chapter gives the reader a practical guide
to implementing writers workshops in the classroom.
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Chapter 2 deals with the challenge of assessing students' writing. It opens with some beneficial questions
that teachers can use as a guide to approaching writing
assessment. The reader is presented with assessment
guides at specific grade levels for grades K-3. Again,
the authors provide examples of student work and the
assessments used.
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It addresses the stages in the writing process, then
moves on to outline the phases of the process in a
writers workshop classroom. In addition to outlining
the steps to follow, the authors provide examples of
the logs, checklists, and guides that will be needed to
initiate the process.
Effective mini-lessons are key to good writing instruction. Chapter 4 explains the importance of the lessons
and gives ideas on possible topics for productive
mini-lessons. The authors give examples of minilessons dealing with organization, mechanics, and
author's craft. These ideas would help even novice

teachers provide instruction that will meet the needs
of all of the writers in their classrooms.
In the final chapter, the authors show the importance
of conferencing with young writers. They give advice
on conducting effective teacher scheduled, student
scheduled, and peer conferences. They provide
examples of helpful prompts that can be used to help
children discover how to revise and edit.
The tips and examples provided in this book can serve
as a tool to help turn every classroom into a place
where all students can become creative and expressive
writers.

Call for Manuscripts
Michigan Reading Journal
The Michigan Reading Journal is the refereed journal of the Michigan Reading Association. With a circulation
of 6,500 teachers and university-based researchers, the Michigan Reading Journal publishes theory-driven
research articles as well as creative writing and classroom practice ideas. Manuscripts on any topic related to literacy, i.e., reading, writing, listening, speaking, viewing, visually representing, technology, or children's/young
adult literature will be considered.

Manuscript Submission Guidelines
The Michigan Reading Journal publishes three issues per year. In addition to accepting articles that deal with all
aspects of the language arts, we provide a general focus for each issue: fall issues spotlight children's and young
adult literature; winter volumes are dedicated to writing topics; spring issues address a variety of reading topics
and concerns; articles derived from the MRA conference presentations may fit into any of the issues. Recommended submission deadlines are: Fall-May 1st ; Winter-October 1st ; Spring-January 15 th .
Articles can be classroom-practice-based and research-based articles of interest to Michigan teachers. Manuscripts, especially creative writing or classroom ideas, can be as short as one page in length. In any event,
submissions should not exceed 20 typed, double-spaced pages. Author's name, mailing address, telephone
number, FAX number, e-mail address, and professional affiliation should be on a separate cover page. The
author's name should not appear in the manuscript. All manuscripts will be reviewed by three members of the
editorial review board. Electronic submissions (Microsoft Word) are preferred. Please submit by e-mail to Linda
M. Pavonetti, pavonett@oakland.edu. Paper submissions may be sent to Dr. Linda M. Pavonetti, The Michigan
Reading Journal, Oakland University, Department of Reading & Language Arts, Rochester, MI 48309-4494.
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